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Data
Run_0265.dat.24-07-18_20h22m45s

This run is gas-in run and contains 11 datafiles in total

Collected in 24/07/2018
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1. Identify Bad Channels
1.1 Identify bad channels, Si
1.2 Identify bad channels, CsI

See 1st meeting 2019
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2. Timing Correction
2.1 Timing Correction, Si (see 1st meeting 2019)
2.2 Timing Correction, CsI



Time vs Energy (CsI_0_0 only)
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Two primary observations:

1) Time measurement is energy dependent:
a) T_corr = T_obs -   C0    -  C1/E
b) T_corr = T_obs - 313.0 - 10619.3/E

2) Regions in green which have an 
anti-correlation

Will comment on both
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Global Tendency
clearly showing that timing depends on energy (energy ↑, timing ↑, red line) 
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T305E1320 vs T280E248 After Normalization
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Regional Structure, WHY?
Timing’s dependence on energy opposite to global one (energy ↑, timing ↓, green circle)
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Consider two quick comparisons of event waveforms: 
1) the same observed time, but very different energy
2) the same energy, but different time 



Same Time(300), but different Energies(612, 806, 961, 1351)

these shapes really are similar even though 
they have different energies. 



Same Energy(729), but different Times(291, 296, 298, 304, 309)

These pulses basically all look the same 
despite the different times. 
Not clearly there is anything to to learn other 
than there is jitter at the bottom of the pulse. 
We pick the time from the actual minimum, 
rather than a fit. not clear it is worth moving to 
a fit to improve the timing measurement.



Zoom in to the minimum
Same Energy(729), but different Times(291, 296, 298, 304, 309)



Timing of CsI_0_0, before and after correction
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t_corr = t_obs - 313.0 - 10619.3/E

Not well corrected on 
the low energy portion. 
Won’t bother fixing for 
now.



Timing of CsI_0_0 after calibration with fitting results
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CsI0_
0 mean m_error sigma

s_erro
r unit

-0.25 0.09 4.55 0.09 ADC channel
-10.00 3.60 182.00 3.60 ns

1. The Gaussian fitting result does not perfectly match the peak, might be caused by the a little 
wider fitting range which involves some part of the  asymmetric background.

2. The asymmetric background is caused by the fitting range in the TvsE plot
3. Won’t bother refitting to get a better resolution measurement.



T_Corr Fitting Results of ALL CsI Crystals
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compared to other values in the same wall, these values are a little largerdead channels



Conclusion
1. We observed a real timing dependence as a function of energy from small to 
large energies, but there are variations due to jitter/timing measurement procedure 
that probably don't matter.

2. We have calibrated the system. 
1. There are improvements that could be made to the individual event 

timing, and to the calibration of the low energy events, but we will leave 
them for now and move on. 

2. Resolution looks to be about ~180ns, and not vary much between 
channels

3. Ready to start correlating hits to find particles in all three detectors next
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Appendix: jitter in the waveforms


